Liturgical pharmacology: Time of the question, complexity and ethics

Bernard Stiegler depicts technics as the human’s tertiary memory retention generating a *pharmakon* with both curative and malignant potential. He additionally rues the *posthuman* epoch’s depletion of a ‘time of the question’: revealed in the prevalent inaptitude for wisdom – scilicet long-term acuity. We offer Christian liturgy as an abeyant psychotechnique arcing the current *pharmakon* to cure through soliciting a ‘time of the question’. Rejuvenating Christian liturgy as a psychotechnique can bolster a broader societal ‘time of the question’. Firstly, we describe technic’s *du jour mise on scène*. Secondly, we constrain Christian liturgies as complex systems incorporating malleability, temporality, and instability. Thirdly, we imagine Christian liturgy as empty tradition allowing amateur repetition of ancient art enticing a ‘time of the question’.

Introduction

Consider the contemporary technological *mise on scène*. The hysterical evolution of technics veers evermore towards short-circuited instant gratification, curtailling human propensity to adopt technical alterations ethically. Thus, brain-time and mind-space are commoditised, frenzied, and swamped. Brain-time and mind-space comments on both the axes of time and space: mind-space is a folk term for the more scholarly expression brain-time. Both terms denote the spatial-temporal limits of the human brain to process information, which when swamped results in, for example, heightened perceptual blindness.

Bulk psychosocial syncing, through crowd-sourced and mass-produced projected pictures, appears to be the only escape; as attention chopped into evermore hysterical nano-bursts; whilst being farmed for big data, chewed by obscured formulas and regurgitated as advertisements purporting to cater to every unique profile. Moreover, one is concurrently observed, voluntarily or involuntarily, through the self-same devices enabling access to seemingly ethereal, hysterical, and culturally commoditised worlds. In other words, as data farming, surveying and selling machines, attentive and attention grabbing mobile devices, simultaneously promote hyper-attention and hyper-distraction. Hyper-attention is needed for farming big data and surveillance, whilst hyper-distraction ensues from ever-new offerings pushed towards the user.

The constant-instant time (Virilio 2007:83–101) of the current technics’ inscription, however, flattens the possibilities of producing a shared *organology* not to mention the long-term attention formation practices needed for ethics. Hence, extremes reign: from pundits who pander to digital singularity (an immersion in the *noosphere*),¹ to pessimists who plea for a return to a past naively imagined as more authentic. Herein, enters James Smith’s idea that liturgies culturally structure human desire with such promise and yet, one suspects, lacks in its analysis the scope to deal with this new technical epoch.

Smith’s (2009:72) prowess is an account of culture as liturgical education, structuring and ethically colouring human desire, yet this interpretation remains wanting in the emerging technical epoch. However, Smith’s analysis of how cultural liturgies structure human desire with such promise and yet, one suspects, lacks in its analysis the scope to deal with this new technical epoch.

The constant-instant time (Virilio 2007:83–101) of the current technics’ inscription, however, flattens the possibilities of producing a shared *organology* not to mention the long-term attention formation practices needed for ethics. Hence, extremes reign: from pundits who pander to digital singularity (an immersion in the *noosphere*),¹ to pessimists who plea for a return to a past naively imagined as more authentic. Herein, enters James Smith’s idea that liturgies culturally structure human desire with such promise and yet, one suspects, lacks in its analysis the scope to deal with this new technical epoch.

Smith’s (2009:72) prowess is an account of culture as liturgical education, structuring and ethically colouring human desire, yet this interpretation remains wanting in the emerging technical epoch. However, Smith’s analysis of how cultural liturgies structure human desire handles spatial slow-moving systems (like malls) well, whereas the present venture asks for the modelling of emergent, illusive, non-linear liturgical systems in the developing technical epoch. As the next section will explain, the increased speed of technics – vaclivating between hyper-attention and hyper-distraction – desists human *otium* time: the time texture which facilitates the formation of stable cultural liturgies.

---
¹ *Noosphere* was Pierre Teilhard de Chardin’s term for a complex connected consciousness sustaining accord (Gallen 2011:72–76; Spadaro 2014:97–100). Digital gurus adopted noosphere to denote the internet (urbs) and World Wide Web’s (civitas) complexity and connectivity veering, according to some, to digital singularity (Lanier 2010:45).
For this reason, Bernard Stiegler’s description of technics producing a *pharmacokon*, and Paul Cilliers’s illumination of complexity, should augment Smith’s evaluations: putting Christian liturgy within a broader network of meaning, as a spiritual system of consistency, potentially provoking a ‘time of the question’. Such a framing would redeploy Christian liturgy’s potential to contribute to a broader societal discussion on ethics, rather than ceding it into church-ghettos.

Three sections discuss the recommended augmentation of Smith’s cultural liturgies structuring desire. Firstly, the paper describes technics as tertiary memory retention, the *pharmacology* generated by technics, and the current symbolic misery of society. Secondly, Christian liturgy is chalked as complex, rather than complicated, incorporating transversality, temporality, and non-linear creativity, whilst not neglecting structure, Christian tradition, and embodiment. Thirdly, the study considers Christian liturgy as an amateur repetition of ancient art possibly enticing a ‘time of the question’.

**Technics as tertiary memory retention**

Technics should not be conflated with post-industrial revolution technology. Lewis (2013:53) expounds technics in brief:

‘Technics’ is an obsolete English word that is used to translate a modern French term which encompasses techniques, technology, and the objects produced by these means: it thus includes the objects of pre-modern craft, pre-industrial and industrial techniques, and modern machine-powered technology.

The memory retained in technics, Stiegler (2013:72) asserts, is the externalised prosthetic constituting and sustaining humanity.

Here, Ross (2013:248) gives an excellent summary of primary, secondary, and tertiary memory as understood by Stiegler.

For Stiegler (2015:75), then, a hammer is as much a technical object, as is say, a word. Both are externalised forms retaining memory. Even when the original producer is removed, this externalised memory remains part of the public domain or public reason. Words, hammers, wheels, fire, and other technical objects, once structured and externalised, can now be rearranged by others into new structures unintended by its original producer. As such, this public domain or public reason constitutes what analytical philosophers call cultural memory: which are conserved ideas through various cultural liturgies, one might say. Although Smith acknowledges cultural liturgies, the problem today is how current technics in the public domain and of the public reason have become psycho-frantic, swamping brain-time with *negotium*, being a constant working as product. What is needed is an understanding of how to reinvigorate the *otium* of a ‘time of the question’.

In brief, then, technics covers every artefact aiding human memory through externalisation: tools, art, fibre optics, writing, aircraft, and others. These technical objects also have a spiritual texture always egressing the material object, as a hauntology (Derrida 1994:10, 63, 202): the amalgamated (re)memory of the preceding generations’ production, unseen to those who adopt and adapt them.

Here is Stiegler’s (2014b) articulation of this:

There is something that supports spirit, and this thing is material, contingent and instrumental. The instruments of spirit are no doubt insufficient to yield spirit: they are dead. Now, spirit only exists in one of the living. But it is only in one of the living as what had been living, but no longer does. It is only one of the living as a trace of the fragility of life – and, too, of spirit itself, of which one must therefore take care (in Greek, *therapeuma*). And yet, there is a life of spirit; and such a life is profoundly marked by technicity … (pp. 84–86)

Consequently, tertiary memory retention includes psychosyncing technics: stock exchanges, syllabuses and, yes, even university administration. The hindmost example allows one to see how psychosyncing technics have the fabric of a *pharmacokon*, promising both the possibility of health and harm.

Indeed, if one understands technics as *pharmacological*, containing both healing or harming potential, the current realities pleads for therapeutic systems, like Christian liturgy, to counter the potential harming effect of technics whilst nuancing its healing potentials. Stiegler (2010) explains why such therapeutic systems are important:

For every stage of grammatization, societies institute therapeutic systems, systems of care, techniques of self and others, which constitute spiritualities and diverse noetic forms, from the shamanistic models to artistic models, passing through churches, medical therapies, schools, sports, philosophies, and every system of sublimation. These systems, which are concrete expressions of the tendency to cultivate consistences, nevertheless presuppose the apparatus of production of subsistences with which they compose, and through which is formed a *negotium* which, as commerce, is also a calculation about what does exist and what will exist. What composes together, then, is the *otium* of...
consistences, the negotium of subsistences and that which constitutes existences worthy of this name – through which a savoir-vivre is formed that one can call existence. (pp. 120–121)

Theorizing and modeling attention and its institutions, destroying them by seeming not even to imagine an attention beyond vigilance, let alone that this attention is consciousness constructing its objects.

So, if homo technicus predates homo liturgicus by utilising the tertiary memory of technics such as writing, electricity and architecture to enable liturgy, the question for contemplating liturgy becomes: How might technical objects be arranged, through and in ritual, to elicit the new pharmakon’s care? Here, liturgy joins other psychotechniques which might produce reflective consistency through a particular arrangement of technical objects oozing externalised memory (Stiegler 2014a:41). Complexity’s assistance is, furthermore, needed to postulate how Christian liturgy might aid in producing broader societal meaning, wisdom, and ethics (promising the future) from such hysterical development, which diminishes the human disposition to attention and care.

The dynamics of complex liturgies

Christian liturgy, chalked as complex rather than complicated, incorporates transversality, temporality, and non-linear creativity, whilst not neglecting structure, Christian tradition, and embodiment. Such open systems also clear-up Smith’s seemingly arbitrary assignment of thin and thick rituals.

Initially, Smith’s distinction between thin and thick rituals seems clear. The thickness or thinness of ritual is relative to its teleology (Smith 2009:82–83). Yet, Smith slips into the problem of describing rituals as means driving towards ends. Smith’s (2009:86) first mistake is to frame brushing teeth as a thin ritual: a ritual one cannot understand without the question for contemplating attention is not only assisted but in fact formed by a psychotechnique or a psychotechnology. But through addressing the question of care as a mature form of attention, I am suggesting that a system of care that augments attention is what persistently guards against the pharmakon’s efforts to destroy the attention constructed precisely as care – as therapeutics. Yet in this regard, from the ‘therapeutic’ point of view, computational psychotechnology always aims at substituting for attention, theorizing and modeling attention and its institutions, destroying them by seeming not even to imagine an attention beyond vigilance, let alone that this attention is consciousness constructing its objects.

Firstly, Smith faces the challenge: what are the criteria for a thin or thick ritual? Smith’s (2009:86) first mistake is to frame brushing teeth as a thin ritual: a ritual one cannot understand without the question for contemplating attention is not only assisted but in fact formed by a psychotechnique or a psychotechnology. But through addressing the question of care as a mature form of attention, I am suggesting that a system of care that augments attention is what persistently guards against the pharmakon’s efforts to destroy the attention constructed precisely as care – as therapeutics. Yet in this regard, from the ‘therapeutic’ point of view, computational psychotechnology always aims at substituting for attention, theorizing and modeling attention and its institutions, destroying them by seeming not even to imagine an attention beyond vigilance, let alone that this attention is consciousness constructing its objects.

For this reason, Smith’s cultural liturgies structuring desire is unable to model the concurrent hyper-attention and hyper-distractio, scattering desire by educating available brain-time to vacillate rapidly between hyper-attention and hyper-distractio.

Reconstituting the attention needed to illicit the healing texture from current technics is a broader societal problem. In Taking Care of Youth and the Generations Stiegler (2010:102) relates the importance of psychotechnique or psychotechnology for attention forming practices:

... [A]attention is always not only assisted but in fact formed by a psychotechnique or a psychotechnology. But through addressing the question of care as a mature form of attention, I am suggesting that a system of care that augments attention is what persistently guards against the pharmakon’s efforts to destroy the attention constructed precisely as care – as therapeutics. Yet in this regard, from the ‘therapeutic’ point of view, computational psychotechnology always aims at substituting for attention, theorizing and modeling attention and its institutions, destroying them by seeming not even to imagine an attention beyond vigilance, let alone that this attention is consciousness constructing its objects.

So, if homo technicus predates homo liturgicus by utilising the tertiary memory of technics such as writing, electricity and architecture to enable liturgy, the question for contemplating liturgy becomes: How might technical objects be arranged, through and in ritual, to elicit the new pharmakon’s care? Here, liturgy joins other psychotechniques which might produce reflective consistency through a particular arrangement of technical objects oozing externalised memory (Stiegler 2014a:41). Complexity’s assistance is, furthermore, needed to postulate how Christian liturgy might aid in producing broader societal meaning, wisdom, and ethics (promising the future) from such hysterical development, which diminishes the human disposition to attention and care.

The dynamics of complex liturgies

Christian liturgy, chalked as complex rather than complicated, incorporates transversality, temporality, and non-linear creativity, whilst not neglecting structure, Christian tradition, and embodiment. Such open systems also clear-up Smith’s seemingly arbitrary assignment of thin and thick rituals.

Initially, Smith’s distinction between thin and thick rituals seems clear. The thickness or thinness of ritual is relative to its teleology (Smith 2009:82–83). Yet, Smith slips into the problem of describing rituals as means driving towards ends. Smith’s (2009:86) first mistake is to frame brushing teeth as a thin ritual: a ritual one cannot understand without the medical-media industrial complex forming social ideas about health and beauty.

Next, Smith (2009:88) claims that some rituals that seem thin are indeed thick. Here Smith’s lack of a rigorous systemic theory of meaning begins to show. The problem is twofold. Firstly, Smith faces the challenge: what are the criteria for a ritual to be thin and thick. Thus, he misses the obvious: the potential thick ritual of brushing teeth remains, for him, resolutely thin. Furthermore, his reading opens the possibility that any thin ritual can suddenly become thick for no reason.
Now, the second question Smith must answer becomes clear. If some thin rituals are actually thick and others thin, who shall peer through the misty cloud to illuminate the true thick rituals? Whomever, of course, is the powerful deciding master. Smith has thus committed the anthropological faux pas already debunked by Miner’s (1956) seminal article Body Ritual among the Nacirema: Smith wants to play insider and outsider, the Lacanian Master and Analyst, at the same time.

We suggest that rituals can be described as thick or thin in relation to their wider liturgies. Furthermore, liturgies, economic or religious, do not function in isolation, but interpenetrate, and exert an effect on, each other. Liturgies are complex systems which shape, and are shaped by, their environments. Cilliers (2005:257) offers twelve characteristics of complex systems. This essay draws on three of these to describe the dynamics of liturgies as psychotechnique. We argue that liturgies are open, have histories, and are in disequilibrium.

The malleability of liturgies

Liturgies are open systems, meaning they are influenced by both their internal and external technics (cf. Cilliers 1998:122). This permeability can be seen in the way Gutenberg’s press (an extrinsic technic) influenced the Reformation (cf. Füssel 2005:159–195). However, openness to external technics does not mean liturgies mirror their external technics, rather liturgies relate to, for example: cultural, political, and electronic technics. It is exactly these relationships that implore us to offer provisional descriptions of liturgies because liturgies undergo constant change. Participants never participate in the same liturgy twice because both liturgies and their participants change.

Participants have a responsibility toward liturgies, because, by participating, they effect internal psychosyncing. Music, for instance, is a cultural psychosyncing technic wielding extraordinary influence on the formation of cultural identities through liturgies. Consider the various liturgical inscriptions of music during the Reformation. Luther, a great admirer of Josquin de Prés, continued a tradition of borrowing secular melodies; Zwingli, famously forbade music; whilst Calvin considered Psalms key texts for congregational singing. Contemporary worship music has had a similar influence on forming cultural identities through liturgies (cf. Ingalls 2008:52–258). The question remains how to integrate such eternal psychotechniques responsibly.

The temporality of liturgies

Liturgies also have histories (cf. Cilliers 1998:122). These histories develop through an accumulation of relevant technics, which gear liturgies to engage altering technics in their atmospheres (cf. Cilliers 2007:54–55). Liturgies engage such innovations by drawing on their histories to anticipate possible futures. When contrived – continually breaking with their histories – liturgies labour at reacting to transitions in their technical milieu; hyper-amnesia which leads to fragmented hyperactive liturgical identity (cf. Cilliers 2007:57). The same holds for liturgies incessantly swapping possible futures apathetic to their history or character. Such liturgies inevitably and imprudently adopt the fashion du jour.

The history of liturgies are distributed through their technics (cf. Cilliers 1998:108) whose arrangements are actively formed via sui generis selection processes (cf. Cilliers 2007:58). The distributed nature of these histories also means motley arrangements of such technics (cf. Cilliers 1998:122). However, one should heed the arrangement of technics as a choice supporting liturgical identity development (cf. Cilliers 2007:58). For example, Reformed confessions can be regarded as a snapshot of a psychosyncing technique framed during a specific period, that still partly shape Reformed liturgies today. The continued functioning of these technics in liturgies is a matter of decision and reflection – not a matter of stunting liturgies (cf. Cilliers 1998:108).

When new technics emerge one must guard against expediting ontogenesis, which abandons reflection and may result in psychotechniques not characterised by care but by idiocy: psychosocial syncing through advertising or mere entertainment (Goriunova 2012:223–235; Stiegler 2010:30–35). Liturgies coalesce fastidiously because ‘more varied, richer, deeper and better integrated memory will open up more sophisticated anticipatory capabilities’ (Cilliers 2007:58). To retain liturgical identities certain internal psychotechniques evolve sluggishly compared to other internalised technics. Paul Cilliers (2007) writes:

Slowness is in itself a temporal notion, and in many ways the opposite of the notion ‘static’. In point of fact, it is actually an unreflective fastness, which always returns you to the same place. (p. 54)

Liturgies decipher extraneous and intramural technics, discerning utile and inutile information through their identities (cf. Cilliers 2007:58). Liturgies lag behind orbital technical hysterics. Such hysteresis helps liturgies preserve the required coherence to retain consistence amidst fluctuations in technological epochs. Merely mimicking orbital technics would evaporate a liturgical identity. Drawing on memory, however, liturgies may select and arrange orbiting technics and produce a psychotechnique which forms individuals to promise the future and, hence, ethics.

A slightly slower tempo allows liturgies to foster richer and more thoughtful psychotechniques and, accordingly, results in liturgies that sustainably negotiate surprises in their external and internal technics (cf. Cilliers 2007:59). Moreover, experience alone, such as identity, can illuminate an apt tempo of change (cf. Cilliers 2007:59). This means the dynamics of each liturgy ought to be appraised and described independently. Hence, fastidiously following templates decimates the potential diversity each local psychotechnique may contribute in our changing technical epoch.

Here, Edgar Morin’s distinction between restricted complexity and general complexity becomes paramount. Restricted
complexity simplifies: creating laws and universal axioms for evaluating and defining all liturgies (Human & Cilliers 2013:31). In other words, singular truth is applied, perforce, to all liturgies: such as desire or worship (cf. Morin 2007:28). However, an interest in the interrelation of liturgies and technics, rather than in truisms, means drawing on general complexity (Human & Cilliers 2013:32).

The instability of liturgies

In terms of complexity, liturgies operate under conditions far from equilibrium (Cilliers 1998:122). Liturgies constantly engage other psychotechniques of culture, politics, and economics. This disequilibrium is prompted by intermural and external difference. One may, to some degree, quickly distinguish liturgies from their orbital psychotechniques, but then one risks neglecting internal liturgical difference. A rich and nuanced identity evolves through meaningful relationships between diverse internal technics (Cilliers 2010:61). However, diversity does not imply an open and vague identity that tries to be everything for everybody. A lush identity is also richly constrained, that is, specific and nuanced (Cilliers 2010:61).

The way in which perimeters are described constitutes liturgies. Liturgies that solidify their boundaries, solely recycling internal technics and well-established difference, may steadily develop lean and static identities (cf. Cilliers 2010:61). Fecund interplay with exterior desire-shaping psychotechniques intensifies a liturgy’s rich and resilient identity (cf. Cilliers 2010). Yet, how does one discern a particular liturgy from another, without falling into the same trap as Smith?

A liturgies’ ambit cannot be altogether described through object, language, and method of worship (cf. Van Huyssteen 1997:16). One should consider the foci of liturgies, the experiential scope and heuristic devices that participants employ. The experiential scope indicates the experiences and phenomena participants appeal to when justifying their participation. Participants from different liturgies may find facets of their focus to be imbricate, but the experiential scope of their liturgies differ (cf. Van Huyssteen 1999:187). For example, a reformed Christian and a catholic Christian may find that aspects of their focus overlap, but their experiential scope will differ.

Smith (2009:19–22) rightly represents economic behaviour (the mall) as liturgical, however, curiously he describes such secular liturgies as isolated from others. In practice, participants partake in multiple liturgies at once (du Toit 2014:245–246). We suggest that focus, experiential scope, and heuristic devices offer participants ways to describe liturgical boundaries. This is paramount because liturgies as being interpenetrable (cf. Cilliers & Nicolescu 2012:716) implies that participants can draw on the experiential scope and heuristic structures to demarcate liturgies.

As liturgies respond to transitioning technics, in their atmosphere, they themselves change (cf. Cilliers 1998:108) and as liturgical identities evolve so also do their ethics. The forming activities (ethics) of liturgies are not ossified but malleable. Although such alteration may be slow, as liturgies change, their ethics change and their participants are formed differently (cf. Cilliers 2010:57). Every description of liturgy is provisional; one can also only evaluate their actions provisionally; and, therefore, thinking of ethics as stringent and universal laws remains impossible. Each liturgy has a unique identity engendered by a particular contextual arrangement of technics which sculpt local ethics: for example, an urban ethic differs from a rural ethic. Liturgies are also not merely an arrangement of available technics, but they can prepare for potential changes in their orbital technics through developing surplus (excess) diversity.

Liturgies have a requisite diversity which is the nadir of diversity needed to function. Surplus diversity is more than this. Liturgies can develop surplus (excess) diversity for engaging orbital technics through internal experimentation. This guards against a neurotic naturalisation of orbital technics (cf. Woermann & Cilliers 2012:408) because:

Excess diversity in the system allows the system to cope with novel features in the environment without losing its identity – as long as one remembers that identity is now a dynamic concept which is subject to change. What is more, if a system has more diversity than it needs in order to merely cope with its environment, it can experiment internally with alternative possibilities. (pp. 413–414)

When liturgies have an excess diversity of technics their viability, resilience, and sustainability increases through internal experimentation (cf. Woerman & Cilliers 2012:414).

Surplus diversity occurs when internal experimentation generates several strategies for operating in possible futures. In other words, liturgies depend on their surplus diversity for long-term survival (cf. Woerman & Cilliers 2012:414). This creative and imaginative action should not be understood as flights of fancy, but as a careful and responsible development of surplus diversity (Cilliers 2005:264). The identity of liturgies can become static, by ignoring important changes in external technics and by not interacting with or by ignoring other cultural liturgies or psychotechniques (cf. Cilliers 2010:61). To fix relationships in liturgies and close the boundaries of liturgies rigidity is introduced, leading to social pathology. When this happens, liturgies, as psychotechnique, no longer heal their participants, but poison them.

Christian liturgy as ancient art producing a ‘time of the question’

The current technical epoch read through Stiegler’s portrayal of technics, which produces a pharmakon and Cilliers’s complexity, allows one to appreciate the limits of the structuring desire of Smith’s cultural liturgies. Smith seems rigid about the boundaries between cultural liturgies whilst arbitrarily assigning thin and thick meaning to rituals. Stiegler’s technics, which produce a pharmakon, and Cilliers’s description of complexity, however, nuance Smith’s view by
sketching all technical memory as potentially transversing cultural liturgies. The pharmakon of a shopping mall, just as Christian liturgy, has both a curative and destructive potential, disseminated non-linearly throughout various cultural liturgies – an irony in no small way lost on Victor Gruen, the creator of the modern shopping mall (Gladwell 2004).

In Victor Hugo’s classic Notre Dame de Paris, the Notre Dame cathedral also grows into a character. In the second chapter of book five, Hugo (2011:137) wrote the oft cited: Ceci tuera cela. Le livre tuera l’édifice [This will kill that. The book will kill the building]. Here, Hugo refers to the technic of printing supplanting the technic of architecture: the tragedy of one technical epoch usurping another. After German Rococo, as Harries (1983) postulated, symbolic meaning in architecture deteriorated, or one should rather say, there was a loss of communal agreement on what architectonic symbols meant.

For years, the Notre Dame and other cathedrals acted as memory nodes reminding city denizens and strangers of the memory residing in all infrastructure (Du Toit 2015:12–13). Lay people read symbols on the cathedral’s west-work, for instance, and reconstitute themselves with the living and through the dead. As psychotechnique, the cathedral facade facilitated the otium of questioning one’s relation to a common organology. As such, cathedrals elicited the healing capacities of the pharmakon produced by the architectonic technical epoch, allowing denizens time for otium.

Then, as printing slowly replaced the cohesion of the cathedral, governments later implemented public school systems as otium for the youth. Hence, public schools taught young people how to attend, contour, and cohere printed information, produced at a bulk and speed never before seen. As pointed out in a previous section, this technical epochal change to printed text also impacted Christian liturgies. Yet, Hugo’s words should echo again today, as humanity moves from the machine-age printing press into the light-age touch screen where everything always already arrives (Virilio 2005:120–135). Ceci tuera cela.

The newly emerging technical epoch delivers information at an even higher speed and volume. Under such circumstances, the weekly viewing of art, or the close reading of a printed text, seems like observing nostalgic Romantic ruins. Now, mind-space is a permanent outpost of hyper-attention and hyper-distraction machines destroying otium. Moreover, the challenge of the emerging technical epoch is not only to structure desire, but how desire is frenzied, scattered, and destroyed in occupied brain-time (Stiegler 2010:38, 196, 202) through the superego’s injunction to enjoy (Žižek & Gunjević 2012:22).

Reinvigorating a ‘time of the question’, in the current emerging technical epoch, is challenging because the current

persuasive psychotechnics of mass-hypnotic hysteria co-opt attention and time-awareness (Stiegler 2013:51–52). Here, however, the ancient contemplative art of Christian liturgy can make a notable contribution. Christian liturgy, as attention forming psychotechnique, however, can only act as otium eliciting a ‘time of the question’ if the very technics producing concurrent hyper-distraction and hyper-attention can be spliced into its rich memory. A note on Christian liturgy as public event must be made, before suggesting two possibilities for eliciting the caring aspect of the pharmakon of the current technical epoch, through Christian liturgy, as repletion of ancient art.

There is much talk about Christian liturgies as public event. In previous technic epochs, architecronic or printed space always developed externalised structures for incubating the healing effect of its produced pharmakon. Today, however, space is shattered, sublimated, and scattered into occupying brain-time and mind-space that swamps desire. The challenge, today, is not public space but attention.

Christian liturgy, as a public event, could easily turn into public spectacle, a carnival, or a ‘selfie’ opportunity, adding to new media idiocy. What is needed, rather, is a thoughtful, even prayerful, integration of new technics into Christian liturgy. This means assimilating technics into the attention forming practice of Christian liturgy, rather than contributing to the frenzy of public spectacle that is rife today.

If public scepticism is chosen, Christian liturgies risk contributing to humanity’s proletarianisation by machines, mining for big data, that increase perceptual blindness through distraction, consequently, producing a lack in the long-term thinking needed for ethics. The question is, thus, not: How does one reinvigorate the public character of Christian liturgy? But rather: How does one choose to integrate the current shift in technical epoch for ethical long-term thinking through liturgy?

Such careful, and indeed prayerful, integration of technics into Christian liturgical memory would introduce an otium break into hyper-distraction and hyper-attention. One can only promise the future, which is to live ethically, once technics are loved into memory through cultural liturgy. As Versfeld (2004) may have put it: To love, to take care (of the future), to live ethically, one must (ironically) wait. Only waiters love (the future), take time for questioning, releasing desire from swamped brain-time to question the pharmakon, generated by the current technical epoch, into a healing texture.

Now, bearing the problems of liturgy as public act in mind, one can return to liturgical practice with the question: How might Christian liturgy activate a ‘time of the question’ in the emerging technical epoch? Two suggestions come distilled from the present paper. Firstly, one could, for example, add a daily or weekly prayer to a Christian liturgy thanking the Triune God for the gift of technics whilst imploiring
participants to use such things wisely. Here is a possible prayer:

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, we thank you for the gift of technology, for writing, electricity, mobile devices, markets, and all other technics making life humane for so many. Help us be responsible with these gifts, using them wisely and to the advantage of others. Amen.

Secondly, the dialectic between the offertory and Lord’s Supper promises a potential ‘time of the question’. In this example, participants place mobile devices in the offertory receptacle which is brought to the Eucharistic table. At the Eucharistic table, mobile devices become part of the offering and are returned when participants receive the elements. This gesture also invokes the loss people often feel when parting with mobile devices. Participants become newly aware of technics as gift and responsibility.

One may ask: Why not just power down mobile devices as some plays, concerts, or other large events sometime request? Christian liturgy, modelled through general complexity, cannot, however, nostalgically pretend that the emerging technical epoch does not occupy background brain-time even when switched off. Christian liturgy, thus modelled, remains very aware of the technical environment: hoping to engage and transform technical epochal change through ritual practice, to elicit the otium of a ‘time of the question’.

These are but two possibilities. What remains key is this: Christian liturgies should deal with the emerging technical epoch constructively. Although we have given two examples of how Christian liturgies may contribute to a general organology, much remains to be undertaken to pull the emerging technical epoch’s generated pharmakon into the consistency of promising the future. If not, humans risk perceptual blindness somewhere between hyper-activity and hyper-distraction.

In a now famous experiment, Simons and Chabris (1999) improvised on an earlier iteration by Neisser and Becklen (1975) to test perceptual blindness. To summarise: test subjects were asked to watch a video in which two groups – one in black and another in white shirts – randomly passed a basketball. Test subjects where primed to count the amount of basketball passes between either the black or white shirt group. Whilst focussed on counting the assigned groups’ passes a person with an umbrella, or alternatively in a gorilla suit, would walk in between the passers. The majority of test subjects did not see the umbrella carrier, nor the person suited as a gorilla.

This experiment highlights how hyper-attention also results in a hyper-distraction producing inattentional perceptual blindness. In conclusion, the present article attempted to show how Christian liturgy can help contribute to a ‘time of the question’: an otium assisting humans to once again see the digital ethical gorilla hidden amidst an attention distracting mist.
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